2004 honda accord driver side window not working

If you own a Honda Accord, you know they rarely give any trouble. However, if you own a or
older model, you've probably had the experience of hitting the power window button and getting
a sluggish or non-existent reaction. Some power window problems are relatively easy to fix. A
dead motor, the most common cause of failure, requires that you open the door panel and get
your hands dirty. Check the fuses and switches. Your owner's manual and fuse-box cover have
fuse and switch diagrams. Look for the power window relay and power window motor labels.
Tug out the fuse and check it for damage. Check the switches for deterioration or abnormalities.
You can get a new fuse or switch at an auto parts store or super center and easily replace it. Get
out your tool box if you've eliminated fuses and switches as the cause of the problem. Now you
have to remove the door panel to get a better look at your window's power source. For the
driver's side and passenger-side doors, remove the door pad and inner moisture barrier. Use an
upholstery-removal tool to help pry the panel off. The rear windows require that you remove the
two center channel screws at the top of the door frame and two lower bolts in the bottom of the
door. Check under the weather stripping if those bolts aren't evident. Lower the window until
the glass bolts are visible. Use the 10mm socket wrench to remove the bolts in the large and
smaller access holes. Standing at an angle inside the door, tip the glass gently toward the
outside of the door. Pull it out and set it in a secure place. Access the regulator by removing the
front channel and regulator mounting bolts. Older models have additional roller bolts. Use a
digital voltage meter to test regulator power before completely removing it. A reading of less
than 12 means you have a wiring or switch problem. Recheck the fuses and switches. A reading
of 12 means your wiring and switches are getting power to the motor, so the motor is
inoperative for another reason. Remove the motor and regulator. Wear protective gloves and
keep your hands clear of the regulator gear spring. You can expect it to snap abruptly on
removal. Use oil to grease the roller guides and sliding surfaces of the regulator after removing
all the parts. Confirm that the breather pipe is in position to keep water out of your new motor.
Advance the new regulator gear with your gloved hand. Use the collar and mounting bolt to
secure the new motor in place. Replace the front door run channel. Slide the window glass back
into the door. Advance the regulator with the power window control in the door until the glass
mounting bolt holes line up with the access holes. Replace the window mounting bolts. Test for
smooth operation of the window. The window should move up and down easily and form a tight
seal when closed. Tighten or loosen window mounting bolts as needed. This article was written
by a professional writer, copy edited and fact checked through a multi-point auditing system, in
efforts to ensure our readers only receive the best information. To submit your questions or
ideas, or to simply learn more, see our about us page: link below. Step 1 Check the fuses and
switches. Step 2 Get out your tool box if you've eliminated fuses and switches as the cause of
the problem. Step 1 Access the regulator by removing the front channel and regulator mounting
bolts. Step 2 Use a digital voltage meter to test regulator power before completely removing it.
Install New Power Window Motor and Regulator Step 1 Use oil to grease the roller guides and
sliding surfaces of the regulator after removing all the parts. Step 2 Advance the new regulator
gear with your gloved hand. Step 3 Slide the window glass back into the door. Step 4 Test for
smooth operation of the window. Replace the liner and door panel. Dispose of the dead motor.
Tips As you remove the bolts, label or separate them accordingly to aid reassembly when
you're done. Take advantage of model-specific manuals to study diagrams specific to your
model before you begin work. Save yourself some trouble and mark the location of the roller
guide mounting bolts. You'll be glad you did when you're aligning the window later. Contact
auto parts stores and salvage yards about selling your dead motor. Otherwise, check with local
government for safe disposal places for the old motor at recycling centers or
waste-management facilities. New fuses or switches Screwdrivers Upholstery removal tool
10mm socket wrench Digital voltage meter Protective gloves Motor oil Power-window motor.
When removing the glass, don't force it. Although it looks thick, it's still as fragile and
dangerous as any other glass. We recommend avoiding this model year like the plague. The
stereo backlight problem has been an issue ever since these Accords were only a few years old.
This is my third Honda Accord and it is the same problem I experienced in my previous cars.
The driver's side window begins to have a delay problem in closing. You have to wait almost
two-three minutes before it decides to come up. Finally, tonight, I held the button for the entire
length of my travel home about ten minutes, and it refused to come up. I had to park my car with
the front end so as to hide the fact that I have a window down in an area that most of the crime
is with auto theft. So as a three-time Honda owner, I am not happy. Update from Jan 3, : Well, it
was indeed the regulator in the driver's side window that needs replaced. Parts are being
ordered now by my personal mechanic. But the problem I have is that this the second time and
the second Honda Accord that this same problem has popped up, so it must be something that
happens that should be addressed. I expected at least a year or two of smooth sailing after the

car payments stop -- but I guess I'm wrong! But I'm going to still get things repaired and try to
get at least two years out of the car and may just buy independently from my friend because the
interest rate was too high when I purchased this car -- got to get more mileage from this car.
Then one day Never to be seen again. A few months later we smell something burning, we
figure out it is coming from the car door. Now the driver window I took to a shop for the left
window- told him i figured the switch and a motor. He says there is a master on drivers side that
must be dealt with first- it was crumbling- That cost me And my passenger window is no closer
to going up. Next quote I get is I know the switch will need to be done too. What is wrong with
this picture? I have heard and seen other Honda's with power window problems Guess what??
Will not lock or unlock with remote OR door controls. Window rolled down and then would not
roll up. After ten minutes of pulling up on the window the actuator finally kicked in and rolled it
up. NOT touching the windows again for now. I know replacing that stuff is NOT cheap and am
extremely torqued off that a car that is still young should be by Honda's claims of quality and 1,,
mile cars is totally crapped out. In a matter of three days my window first, grinded and slowly
went up and down with command, did not go down more then 2 inches and had to pull it back
up, and finally slowly slid all the way down window unable to come back up. Once the mechanic
opend the door I was told the door cable was broke and needed to be replaced or else the door
would not open. I purchased this car used about a year ago. The previous owner had
Dyno-matted the doors pretty well, so I'm not sure if this is the exact reason for the problem.
But at first the window would take 5 to 10 seconds to respond to the power window switch up or
down but it never really caused any true frustrations. It was merely an inconvenience if I were at
a drive-thru or a toll. Right before it stopped working completely, it paused in its movement
going down. Well after about a minute or so, tons of smoke came out of the door and I noticed I
could not get the window to go back up. I had to take it to a friend to get the window back up
because the motor in the window regulator was fried. For people that aren't sure of what you'll
have to do if this happens to you if you don't have the replacement or handly, you'll have to
un-bolt the window from the regulator which will require taking off the door panels. Me and my
friend were able to keep the window up with a piece of wood since the window glass itself was
not on track. I found the part on ebay for 80 bucks, shipping included. For someone that knows
how to replace this part, it'll take about a half hour to 45 minutes. Since I have to watch my
money, I didn't even dare to find out what the dealership would've charged. Stuff happens, you
deal with it, and move on. Now less than a month later, the same exact thing happened on the
passenger side, what a true pain in the ass. Both windows, a little over 83K mi and the same
problem. Being realistic as well as unsure, the Dyno-mat may have caused the issue, but I've
read this same exact problem for 03 Accord owners on this same exact website. If you have a
for-profit service, contact us. Most Common Solutions: replaced window regulator 4 reports not
sure 2 reports. Find something helpful? Spread the word. Share on Facebook Retweet this page
Email this page. Helpful websites No one has added a helpful site for this Accord problem yet.
Be the first! Find a good Honda mechanic Read reviews of repair shops in your area. Enter your
zip code: A free service from CarTalk. Comment Disabled Add Complaint. Send Comment Add
Complaint. Search CarComplaints. Accord brake problems Civic transmission failure engine
complaint electrical issue heater complaint transmission complaint paint defect Accord recall.
Not what you are looking for? Search for something else:. I have a honda accord lx 4 cylinder 4
door and my driver side window switch has stopped working. While I've had this car there
would be some days that the driver window switch would work perfectly and there would be
days I would have to try multiple times to get it up I never had a problem with it going down just
when I would roll my window all the way down was when the problem would occur its an
automatic switch but the rest of the switches work perfectly fine you can hear it clicking but the
switch is much looser then the rest of the switches. I'
pressure relief rollover valve
2014 mazda 3 hitch
3000gt mitsubishi 1996wiring diagram
ve had this problem with an Impala and a Grand Prix. It is highly likely that you simple need a
new switch. Sometimes they just wear out. Probably a mechanical issue in the switch itself, not
an issue with the motor or anything electrical judging by the loos switch. If you feel capable,
take off your door handle to get a better look or take it into a mechanic. Given that you won't
have to replace the motor and it could be a broken plastic pivot, it shouldn't be too expensive.
Trending News. For Tiger Woods, golf is secondary at this point. FOMO trend is fueling a
homebuying surge. Poll: Partisan divide over vaccine acceptance grows. Official on Woods:
He's 'very fortunate' to be alive. State tax changes could mean bigger refunds for some. Mars
rover's giant parachute carried secret message. Samsung's Galaxy Watch 3 down to

all-time-low price. Chris Harrison's 'Bachelor' future up in the air. Answer Save. Lola Hurts.
Hope this helps. Still have questions? Get your answers by asking now.

